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Abstract
Companies are trying to decrease product expenses while customizing
product according to customers requirements. So to satisfy the customers’
requirements, companies must adapt their business to mass customisation.
Mass customization final product goes through all flexible company
production technology process, which can lead to being expensive and timeconsuming and because of this, a product configuration system is developed to
reduce product cost and reduce time. The primary focus of this thesis is to
develop a KBE prototype using constraint-based techniques of product
configurations. For developing KBE implementation of UML/OCL, XML,
Backtracking search is used. Then prototype expert configurator is developed
using OCL constraints.
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Summary

Summary
Companies are trying to decrease product expenses while customizing
product according to customers requirements. So to satisfy the customers’
requirements, companies must adapt their business to mass customisation.
Mass customization final product goes through all flexible company
production technology process, which can lead to being expensive and timeconsuming and because of this, a product configuration system is developed to
reduce product cost and reduce time.
While dealing with the product configuration system, several
challenges arise: how to represent a different type of configuration knowledge
and their interactions and to understand how the Arc consistency will solve
the dependencies using mathematical operation relation. We resolved these
challenges by using MOKA methodology and studying how UML model can be
used to develop a prototype. We implemented the UML/OCL modelling
language based on a conceptual system that helps to verify, extract or combine
important data which can help in product configuration. We also implemented
KBE for generating XML schema, mathematical operations and backtracking
using a case which can help to reduce the domain using Arc consistency.
Finally, we presented and evaluated OCL constraints expert
configuration and user configurator prototype, and explained the other tool
support needed to interaction with UML, databases. Also explained the
possible errors could occur and handling of constraints when the user will
enter the specific value and how it can be handled by providing solution
proposal and mapping methods.

Keywords: Moka (Methodology and tools Oriented to Knowledge-based
engineering),PLM(Product development and management), knowledge-based
engineering (KBE), Knowledge-base system(KBS), Constraint Satisfaction
Problem (CSP), OCL ( Object constraint Language), UML ( Unified Modelling
Language).
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Introduction

Companies have been required to decrease their expenses while
offering extremely customised goods. Customers of today demand products
with reduced rates, higher quality and quicker distribution, but they also want
customised products to suits their distinctive requirements. To satisfy these
requirements, companies must adapt their business model to mass
customisation, enabling clients to order customised products for a competitive
cost, often selecting from hundreds of products characteristics and choices.
However, mass customisation can lead in the thoroughgoing of the
specification methods, leading to the development of iteration in the system,
and the application of this new concept needs information technology such as
product configuration systems.Product configuration has gained a good deal
of interest over the previous few decades. Therefore, product configuration
techniques need to develop all the time to satisfy the requirements for
managing these products. The primary focus of this dissertation is to evaluate
modelling and constraint-based techniques of product configurations and to
design and executes a structure to create and configuring product models.

1.1 Background
By incorporating mass customisation and the need for product
configuration systems, we begin this thesis. The primary problem with mass
customisation is that it can lead to thoroughgoing of the specification method,
leading to the development of iterations in the system. This method reflects
the tasks that performed before manufacturing on customer order, and that
defines the product to manufacture(Figure 1).

Figure 1– A company’s specification process [1]
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The idea of mass customisation varies from earlier manufacturing
procedures (Figure 2), for example:
Mass production: It represents generating a large quantity of the same
standard products, with no customisation option. Henry Ford, who described
it by saying that "Any client can have a vehicle painted in whatever colour he
wishes, as soon as it is black".
One-of-a-kind manufacturing: It involves manufacturing a small
number of products, but with a broad range of distinct alternatives for
customising these few items. Usually, this sort of method used when
manufacturing large, very complicated and specific goods.
Production of the small scale: It comprises of the production of
customised products in a small range. Generally, companies that work with
this sort of method do not generate as much as they do in mass production,
nor do they customise their products as they do in one-of-a-kind
manufacturing.

Figure 2– Main types of industrial companies and specification processes [1]

Manufacturers must overcome three major difficulties to implement
mass customisation effectively:
Lead time: It becomes an extremely complicated and time-consuming
process to produce a custom configuration for each item. Through basic
product, thousands of products variant can generate as the amount of parts
increases. Mass customisation can influence the specification process,
significantly increasing the lead time.
Quality assurance: Generating a significant quantity of product
variants involving hundreds of configurable components increases the
possibility of making errors. Mass customisation can generate significant
timetable slips and in the process can result in expensive unplanned
iterations.
8
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Expertise: Being able to configure complicated products needs proper
product understanding and knowledge from the experts who are responsible
for the method of configuration. Mass customisation leads to a need for
significant training, which could even be repeated over the years, as there are
frequent practical changes.
These problems can make it very difficult for businesses to implement
mass customisation. However, to overcome these problems, it is essential to
create significant IT expertise to enhance this application. A product
configuration scheme is one of these techniques.
Maxiom AB
Maxiom offers PLM solutions based on their PLM system, YaPdm and
also provideconsultation in ENOVIA Smar Team. Maxiom founded YaPdm in
2007, and since then Maxiom connected with many CAD partners such as
space claim, Siemens,Dassaults system and Autodesk. Maxiom YaPdm can
with fully integrated with Spaceclaim, Solidworks, Inventor and Solidedge.
For the manufacturing industry such as Thule group and Swepart Maxiom
provide complete PLM solution that supports the entire product lifecycle from
concept to production and aftermarket and also to keep track of all projects,
drawing and documentation within the plant [2].

1.2 Purpose and research questions
The purpose is to create a product configurator system which can be
integrated into PLM system’s part factory. Product configurator is a software
tool that constitutes data describing the standard parts in terms of their
functional and technical characteristics, and the connection between the
components so that customer requirement can be captured as input and
automatically produces customised product designs. Product configurator
meets the specific needs of the customer based on predefined design criteria.
This product configurator can be implemented in all the specification process,
as seen in Figure 3.

Figure 3– Specification process with configuration [1]
9
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Two components characterise the product configuration system. First
is a catalogue which describes the generic parts in terms of their functional
and technical characteristics and the connection between the two. Second is
user requirements and their expectations regarding the functionality of the
required application.
In the configuration issue, there are two primary problems:
The first concern is the time when a design engineer defines a product
model. At this moment, there is a need to find effective and user-friendly
methods to convey product knowledge that is all product features, from the
description of attributes, the distinct sub-parts, or the constraints that apply
to the multiple feasible combinations. The second problem concerns how the
constraints expressed at the moment of modelling be solved at the moment of
configuration. At this moment, a sales individual will assign values to the
product's distinct attributes, so an effective solving engine is needed that
should be able to address the constraints earlier identified in real-time.
The main research question for the work presented in this thesis has
been:
Q1) How can Product configuration system be created and integrated
into PLM system’s part factory?
When answering the research questions, further questions raise,
especially the question of how general the methods.
Q2) What different configuration strategies exist?
Q3) What benefit we can gain and how it can be done?

1.3 Delimitations
YaPdm is the only PLM system considered in this report. Simple
fixtures example is usedinvestigating opportunities to integrate configuration
functionality into YaPdm part factory.
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1.4 Thesis outline
Chapter 1 Presents the scope of the research, including the purpose,
goals, and research questions and introduces the reader to the subject.
Chapter 2 Describes the theoretical background, which includes the
principle behind the product configurator. It also includes information about
the tools used to develop and solve the problem.
Chapter 3 Describes scientific approach, including an introduction to
available research methodologies within design research, as well as an
explanation of the method and implementation of the design research.
Chapter 4 Describes the finding of the configurator system, also
analysed and visualise its functions and findings links to the purpose.
Chapter 5 Discuss and conclusion of the research work presented in
this thesis.
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2 Theoretical Background
Two approaches for modelling product configuration data been
studied over the years: KBE and Managing design space, which represents a
significant part in the configuration process. It comprises of identifying a
product family model which the end-user will then configure. Modelling
languages is required to represent the knowledge in product configuration.
KBE is engineering in product development where the knowledge of product
and design process is captured then formalised into KBE system and
managing design space solution provides problem-solving knowledge which
can provide consistency. We need both approaches to make product
configuration

2.1 Representing and automating engineering knowledge
MOKA
MOKA is a project that aims to develop a methodology that will serve
as an international standard for KBE system development [3]. Instead of
creating a methodology that suits every industrial situation, MOKA seeks to
state the common trends. According to figure 4, six steps of Moka's approach
are identifying, justifying, capturing, formalising, packaging, and activating.
The main steps are capturing and formalising [4].
1) Identify: This is the phase where the KBE system type is determined, if
necessary. The result of this phase is a KBE application conceptual
specification. Activate will also trigger Identify if more data on the
execution setting is required.
2) Justify: the purpose of this step is to draw up an undertaking plan and
to seek the approval of the board by evaluating conceivable risks
relating, for example, to social and specialised problems.
3) Capture: In this step, the raw knowledge is collected and structured
into the "Informal Model" using ICARE forms (Illustration- describes
any case study, Constraints- limitation on entities, Activitiesdescription of design process, Rules- regulates the activity, and
Entities are a product object- describes product family, assemblies and
sub-assemblies, It also investigates the functionality of a product and
to record a possible design solution and also behaviour: to record the
way in which design fulfils functions). Process and hierarchy charts
describe the relationship between the elements of ICARE.
4) Formalise: The Informal Model creates The ―Formal Model‖. This can
be done by knowledge engineer using MOKA Modelling Language
(MML), which based on the Universal Modelling Language (UML).
12
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5) Package: Now the ―Formal Model‖ will be implemented to a KBEsystem.
6) Activate: This step includes installation, distribution and support of the
KBE-system. It may also trigger the identify step if it concluded that
more information about the implementation environment is needed [4].

Figure 4– The KBE developing lifecycle according to MOKA

MOKA knowledge model utilises two stages: an informal model and
formal model, as shown in Figure 5. The first is an informal model which is
very user-friendly and also represents engineer methods about design [3]. In a
KBE knowledge model, there are certain methods of capturing knowledge. The
knowledge captured needs organisation in a suitable form to promote further
growth and implementation.

Figure 5–Moka knowledge Model [5]

The information recorded in the Informal Model can be directly
inserted manually into the KBE framework. It provides a usable system of
correspondence between the design engineer and domain expert. All Informal
13
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Model elements can be linked back to the first raw knowledge-related sections
in content documents of any kind: course books, conversation with
conventions. An "Informal Model" is many associated forms of ICARE:
illustration, constraints, activities, rules, and entities. It enables the client to
structure information in a way that is particularly adjusted to engineering
knowledge. The Informal Model supports the somewhat complex knowledge
collection and structuring process [5].
The Informal Model is transformed into a Formal Model, which is is
the second layer of representation. The Knowledge Engineer takes the
information from the connected forms of ICARE and transforms it into a
representation style of UML. This second model level is not specifically
designed for experts in reading. It aims to prepare the knowledge in a manner
that is more computer-controllable and starts to resemble representing the
knowledge in a coded form that could be used on the KBE platform.
There are two main components in the Formal Model: Product Model
and Design Process Model. MOKA offers meta-models that is a template for
the information retained in the Informal Model as a container framework. The
meta-models are used as a guide for the development of knowledge models
that suit the application.The Product Model is divided into five views enabling
modular construction of the representation. The views are structure, function,
behaviour, representation and technology. The views are constructed as UML
Class Diagrams.The Design Process Model is based primarily on activity
diagrams to demonstrate the process sequence and the relationship between
the components in the Product Model and the process [3]. Figure 6 illustrates
how the Formal Model is represented.

Figure 6– Formal model representation [3]
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Product Variant Master
The method of "Product Variant Master" (PVM) has worked as a
common language between various products, process and IT experts in many
businesses. Product variant master of as gas spring consists of two parts, as
shown in figure 7. The first part of product variant master is generic part of
the structure which contains modules or parts of the entire product family,
and the other part is a kind of structure, reflects the appearance in several
variants of product components. Since our product is a gas spring and gas
spring includes various components, we regarded them to be sub-class
categories and classes. Our product family includes classes such as assembly
of cylinder and piston. Classes are depicted by circles and included
characteristics, values, and constraints for which the value of classes and
attributes can be combined. UML Languages are required to understand the
connection between characteristics and classes to formulate an
understanding, as shown in Figure 8. The model describes not just single
instances of the "gas spring" product as a material bill, but the entire space
solution for the entire product family of the gas spring. For instance, unique
values can be selected for the piston's "force" characteristics. Different piston
kinds can be selected for some component. However, due to the constraints,
some combinations are not intended to be made.

Figure 7 –Product Variant Master of Gas Spring
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Figure 8–UML relationship

UML
UML is a language of visual specification for object-oriented
modelling. It was developed as a general-purpose modelling language and
contained a graphical notation used to build a system's abstract model called a
UML model [5].
There is a comparatively large number of ideas used for objectoriented design in UML 2.0, ranging from structure concepts (e.g., classes,
elements, packages) to interactions (e.g. aggregations, associations,
generalisation) through behavioural ideas (e.g., events, messages, techniques).
Just a subset of each of these concepts and Figure 9 is used to show complete
product for product configuration. After all, the main interest in configuration
product modelling lies in the structure of the product, its characteristics, subcomponents and the constraints around them all. The overview of the UML
class is of prime concern as it includes the key elements that can allow us to
talk to the models of product configuration.
UML contains different types of relations between components,
including:

16
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1) The Association shall establish a connection between two parts.
Comparing it to a marriage is a useful way to demonstrate this: an
association binds a guy and a woman. The multiplicity is one-to-one in
the situation of marriage, but it can have distinct multiplicities in
particular.
2) An aggregation is a specialised form of association that can either be
composite or shared. It is typical all-part relationships where there is a
concept of property. All objects have their life cycle in the case of a
mutual aggregation. For example, an object representing a department
can have a mutual aggregation relationship with a Professor object: the
Professor belongs to this Department, but if the department is deleted,
the Professor will still exist. On the contrary, for the composite
Aggregation (or Composition), the life-cycle of the child is linked to the
life cycle of the parent: if the parent is deleted, then the child will be,
too.
3) The Generalization is used to model inheritance for data and code
reuse: the child element inherits all the properties of its parent and can
define new ones [6].

Figure 9– UML class diagram using a case
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Object Constraint Language
OCL is a part of UML and is a specification language (allows you to
specify the functional details of system properties). OCL's goal is to provide a
clear language for constraints requirements, but this can remain available to
people with few or no programming abilities. OCL consist of a means to
express constraints plus some collection classes and the ability to navigate
around various classes of relationship in the UML diagram. OCL's goal is to
provide a clear language for constraints requirements, but this can remain
available to people with few or no programming abilities.
It merely returns a value when evaluating an OCL expression and does
not alter anything in the model. In a particular context, an OCL declaration is
always examined. The context describes the validity of the declaration, e.g. a
class. Then the constraint's body is described. OCL statements may comprise
mapping phrases such as gs(gas spring) has a connector that, if gs is a gas
spring, results in the value of its has connector attribute being retrieved.
Lastly, OCL constraints may be invariants (integrity constraints) for a
particular class, or pre/post conditions for a particular procedure, although
only invariants are used in product configuration as parts do not contain
activities. We use only a subset of OCL constraints in this work. The
constraints can now be expressed using OCL[6].

2.2 Knowledge Base Engineering
Knowledge-based engineering is one of KBS ' technology-based
application in the design, manufacturing and production fields. KBE is
actually used for mass customisation because it is considered as one of the
best technologies available for rapid design[7].KBE is a product development
technology engineering that captures and incorporates the knowledge of the
engineering product and its design process into the KBE system and uses this
system in design and develops almost identical new products.It is the productspecific generic knowledge which is captured in ICARE form and then
formalised and well documented in the design process and product model
with in KBE.For generating a new but almost identical product, the designer
will put a new set of input in KBE application. KBE application can be reused
to generate many new but almost identical product design[8].
KBE's separate engineering knowledge and engineering data.
Engineering knowledge includes product knowledge and knowledge of the
product design method. The knowledge part stays largely the same, regardless
of the input specification, and this knowledge is used to produce particular
product design data for a particular input specification.The input for any
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product development includes particular product specification value such as
size, quality, price, appearance, etc, andthe output includes 3D CAD model,
assembly drawing, material bill, etc. which depends on the specification of the
input[8].
a knowledge-based system (KBS) aims to capture the knowledge of
human experts to support decision-making. As shown in Figure 10,KBEsystem contains the knowledge base which store facts and rules and the
inference engine – the control module which applies logical rules to the
knowledge base to deduce new information. It also includes a user interface
through which users query the system and interact with it.

Figure 10–Knowledge Base system is adapted from Hopgood [9]

A knowledge-based system may vary concerning its problem-solving
method or approach. Some systems encode expert knowledge as rules and are
therefore referred to as rule-based systems. The separation of the knowledge
base from the control module makes it easier to add new knowledge, either
during program development. However, an engineer who is using a
conventional program cannot alter the behaviour of the software if he does not
have advance knowledge of programming. The knowledge-based system
approach is more straightforward. The knowledge can be added in the
knowledge base, and the inference engine will use the knowledge base to offer
a solution to a particular task.
The Knowledge Base contains the basic of production rules ("if … then
… else…‖ statements). This advanced method utilises a new KBE system
generation to comprehend and maintain routines to make it easier to call
external software [9].
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A knowledge-base system is where a set or sets of rules represent the
knowledge base. Rules are a means of expressing knowledge that is elegant,
expressive, straightforward and flexible [9]. A production rule is called the
most accessible type of rule and takes the form:

IF<condition> THEN <conclusion> (Hopgood)
Example:
If Force is >300N then Cylinder1, Piston1 and Connecter1
For rules to be applied, the system needs to have access to facts. Facts
are unconditional statements which are assumed to be correct at the time that
they are used. For example, the force>300N is a fact. Facts can be taken from
the database, stored in computer memory, determined from sensors
connected to the computer, obtained by the user for knowledge and derived by
applying rules to other facts.
The application of rules can be broken down as follows:
1) selecting rules to examine — these are the available rules;
2) determining which of these are applicable — these are the triggered
rules; they make up the conflict set;
3) selecting a rule to fire [9].
Without the use of the variable name force and length, it would not be
possible to generate a derived fact which states explicitly a c1, p1 co1.
Example:
If Force is 500 N and Length is<40 then Assembly1 (c1,p1,co3) and to
get this assembly of a product, we need to formalise knowledge.

2.3 Managing Design Space
Constraint networking
Design space can be manage using constraint networking, which
involves variables, their domains, and constraints. For example, we need to
allocate a classroom for each course while at the same time meeting the
constraints that no two classes can take place simultaneously in the same
classroom so computer engineer can the language to model issues of
constraint fulfilment and established techniques to solve them [10].
20
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Developers create the language to model issues of constraint
fulfilment and established techniques to solve them. Constraint language is
used to model easy cognitive functions such as vision, language
understanding and default reasoning, as well as tasks requiring high levels of
human knowledge such as scheduling, design, diagnosis, and temporal and
spatial reasoning [10].
Basic Concept and Examples
A model that involves variables, their fields, and constraints is called a
network of constraints, also called a constraints problem. An alternative is an
agreement of a single value for each variable from its domain so that no
constraints are violated. One, many, or no alternatives can have an issue.
A problem that has one or more solutions is consistent. If there is no
possible arrangement of values to variables that satisfies all the constraints,
then the network is inconsistent.
Typical assignments over constraint network are deciding if a solution
exists, discovering one or all arrangement, discovering whether an incomplete
instantiation can be reached out to a full solution, and finding an ideal solution
in respect to a given cost function. Such undertakings referred to as constraint
satisfaction problems (CSPs) [10].
The 4-Queen examples
The classic instance used to demonstrate an issue of constraint
fulfilment is a then-queens issue. The task is to position n queens on a 4 x 4
chessboard so that no queen's positioning is an attack on anyone else.
X = {x1,..., xn} is a ﬁnite set of variables;
D = {d(x1),..., d(xn)} is the set of domains of the variables;
C = the constraint on each pair of columns is that the two queens must not
share a row or diagonal.
An interesting feature of this issue is that the number of variables in
each domain is always the same as the number of values [10].

Backtracking Search
Backtracking search is a full technique, and it is a type of searching for
depth-first that heuristics can guide. Search backtracking operates by
extending a search tree. An unassigned variable is chosen at each expansion.
An approach can be considered to select an unassigned variable to expand.
21
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This approach is called heuristic variable ordering. When expanding a node in
the search tree, the remaining corners of the node display alternative
solutions.
Such selections belong to the variable's domain, and each selection
must be checked for consistency with respect to the problem's constraints. A
mapped strategy, called value ordering heuristic, can be used in the same way
as the variable ordering heuristic to determine in which order values are to be
examined. Note that in the worst scenario, backtracking search explores the
whole search space.
Furthermore, selecting useful variable and value ordering heuristics,
as well as using methods for constraint propagation, can be very efficient in
decreasing search space to prevent the exhaustive search [11].

Constraint propagation
Inference Methods for detecting errors can increase the search for
backtracking. In the inference method, in particular, the constraints
propagation are used to maintain local consistency. A solution for a CSP is
acquired from a globally consistent network of constraints.
Local methods of consistency infer more particular constraints or
more restricted domains from a subset of constraints and domains considered
during the search, thereby decreasing dead ends by pruning the search space.
The size of the set of variables involved in the local context refers to the
different level of local consistency. If we increase the level of consistency,
more calculation is needed.
Two important kinds of local consistency are arc-consistency and
path-consistency. There are several major CSP classes where local consistency
is equivalent to global consistency. Only by inference, we can decide on the
consistency of the problem.
This is especially essential because the CSP is complete with NP
(number of polynomials), while a polynomial algorithm can derive both arc
and path consistency of a constraint network. Since it is essential to use
efficient algorithms to obtain the selective version in the event of gas spring,
we study CSP classes (of various languages) that can be polynomially solved.
[11].
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Variable and Value ordering
Two Types of decisions involve for solving CSP through backtracking
search, namely which variable to branch on and which value to assign to the
variable. These choices may be informed by variable and value ordering
heuristics. It has been shown that the most efficient heuristics of variable
ordering are often based on first selecting the most constrained variables. A
useful way to assess if a variable is extremely restricted is to count the
remaining amount of values in its areas. The popular practice of value
ordering heuristics is to order values based on a principle of the least
restrictive value. This approach leaves more decisions in the search method
for unassigned factors that are more likely to be a component of a solution
[11].

Local search
Local search is another significant method for solving CSPs. Local
search is an incomplete technique, but often a very efficient way to find a
solution for a CSP. The nodes in the search tree are partial assignments to the
variables in the backtracking search. In comparison, each node is a full task in
local search.
The edges of a node's search graph are provided by a successor
function that determines all possible nodes from the present node that can be
reached. Local search is carried out by transitioning from a node to an
adjoining node with a reduced heuristic value, where heuristics estimate the
"distance" from a satisfactory task. Examples of local search are gradient
ascent/descent methods or Optimization algorithms.
Relations
Given a set ofvariables X = {xa,..., Xk}, each associated with a domain
Da,..., Dk,respectively, a relation R on the set ofvariables is any subset of the
Cartesian product oftheir domains. The set ofvariables on which a relation is
defined is called the scope of the relation, denoted scope(R). Each relation that
is a subset of some product D1 x . . . x D k of k domains is said to have arity k.
If k = 1, 2, or 3, then the relation is called a unary, binary, or ternary relation,
respectively. If R = D1 x . . . x Dk,then R is called a universal relation. We will
frequently denote a relation definedon a scope S by Rs [10].
Example:
Let D1 = {yellow, black, green} be the domain of variable x1 and let D2
= {Mangojuice, coffee, tea} be the domain of variable x2. The set of tuples
{(yellow, Mangojuice), (black, tea), (green, tea)} is a relation on {x1, x2}, since
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the tuples are a subset of the product of D1 and D2. The scope of this relation
is (x1, x2) [10].
Representing Relations
Relations are sets of tuples defined over the same scope, and, as
discussed above for sets, they may be either explicitly or implicitly defined.For
example, let R be a relation on the set of variables {x1,x2}, where D1 = [black,
green] and D2 ={apple juice, coffee, tea}. Then the relation R1 on the scope
{xl, x2} given by R1 ={(black, coffee), (black, tea), (green, tea)} and R2 = ((xl,
x2), xl є Dl, x2 є D2) and x1<x2[10].
Operations in relations
Three specific algebraic operation relations are selection, projection
and join, which can be used for maintaining consistency.
Selection: selection operation (𝜎) is used to retrieve tuples or rows
from a relation satisfying some selection condition. The selection operation is
unary. It operates on only one relation at a time.
Projection: Projection operations (п(R)) grab from the relationship
particular columns. It eliminates the duplicate value; the number of tuples
returned is less than or equal to the number of tuples in the given
relationships.
Join: Join operation (⋈) helps to combine two or more database
tables based on matching columns as a result of that creating a relationship
between the tables.
Arc consistency
One of the most well-known consistency-checking algorithms is the
arc-consistency algorithm created in 1975.Arc consistency is a heuristic to
determine an appropriate solution by reducing domain value in a CSP that
may not be part of a consistent solution.A constraint is arc-consistent if any of
its variables do not have lonely values.
Example:
In Figure 11 we represent subfigure (a) - x is not arc-consistent to y
and subfigure (b) - x is arc-consistent to y, where the constraint Rxy is
expressed by relation x < y. The domains Dx=Dy={1, 2, 3} contains variables x
and y. Each variable from the domain (1, 2, 3) is an enclosed set of points, and
the arcs connect points that correspond to consistent pairs of values. Because
the value 3in Dx from subfigure (a) has no matching value in Dy, the
constraint Rxy is not arc-consistent to x. When we shrink the domain, all
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variable has a correspondent, so the constraint Rxy is an arc-consistent to x subfigure (b).

Figure 11–Diagram is describing the arc-consistency of two variables x and y: (a)
The variables are not arc-consistent. (b) The domains have been reduced, and
the variables are now arc-consistent [10].

For example:Given a constraint network:R = (X, D, C), with Rij є C, a
variable xi is arc-consistent relative to xj if and only if for every value ai є Di
there exists a value aj є Dj such that (ai, aj) є Rij. The defined by {xi, xj} is arcconsistent if and only if xi is arc consistentrelative to xj and xj is arc-consistent
relative to xi[8].
A network of constraints is called arc-consistent if all of its arcs are
arc-consistent. As shown in figure 12,if REVISE ((xi), xj) procedure applied to
two variables, xiand xj then it will return the largest domain Di of xi for which
xi is arc-consistent relative to xj in this way we going to evaluatethe search
value of xiand eliminates those values having no match in xj.REVISE has the
following complexity because each value in Di is compared with each value in
Dj[10].

Figure 12– Revise Procedure[10]
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REVISE can also be described using composition; namely, lines 1, 2,
and three canbe replaced by

Figure 13 presents the ARC-CONSISTENCY-1 (AC-1) algorithm, a
brute-force algorithm that enforces network arc consistency. The algorithm
applies the REVISE rule to all pairs of variables that engage in a constraint
until a complete cycle guarantees that no domain has been changed[10].

Figure 13– Arc Consistency – 1[10]

2.4 Product Lifecycle Management
Product Lifecycle Management (PLM) is a strategic business approach
that applies a consistent set of business solutions to support collaborative
creation, management, distribution. It usesthe information of product
definition across the extended enterprise from concept to end of life –
integrating people, processes, and information [13].
Smart manufacturing, which is information-intensive and requires
advanced communication and network technologies, requires that digital
product data be shared and exchanged among numerous engineering
applications and information systems. Standardized information models for
Product Lifecycle Management (PLM) aim to help manufacturers meet these
requirements. PLM as ―a product-centric, lifecycle-oriented business model‖
enabled by information technology, in which ―product data are shared among
actors, processes and organizations in the different phases of the product
lifecycle for achieving desired performances and sustainability for the
product and related services.‖ [12]. Manufacturers are under pressure not
only to bring to market ever more complex products but also to bring them
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faster and cheaper.Doing so requires product information that can be used by
many different participants in the product realization process. To help meet
these requirements, standards, bodies, industry groups, and association have
standardized several product information models targeted to a particular
integration scenario [12].
In this thesis, a limited definition of PLM will be regarded for KBE
inclusion with the tools used and the procedures concerned. The first
delimitation will concentrate on so-called product lifecycle systems, commonly
known as PDM and CAx. PDM is seen as a structure composed of one or a
scheme of multiple application which, in addition to the product defining
information such as geometry, assembly relationships, functional
relationships, and specifications, will also involve analysis and test outcomes,
information production, settings.CAx stands for computer-based tools used by
engineers to create product and process information, thus replacing the x with
design, production, engineering, process planning, requirements management,
and so on where each of the CAx-s consists of either an application or an
application system.A schematic view of the considered situation is depicted in
Figure 14 [13].

Figure 14 – Product lifecycle system [13]

PLM definitions, cover all phases and procedures from concept to
disposal that occur during a product lifecycle. The previous phases of a product
lifecycle, as shown in Figure 15, will be considered in the same way as the tools
used in this article. These stages provide an overview of how the product is
viewed during its lifecycle [11].

Figure 15 – Product lifecycle stages [13]
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YaPdm
YaPdm is a complete PLM solution despite the name.Building YaPdm
as small toolboxes is the primary distinction between YaPdm and other PLM
solutions.This means that it can be scaled to thousands of clients such as big
PLM solutions, but at the same time it is easy to customize like small
configurable machines.Built on the recent technology from Microsoft, YaPdm
can easily integrate with other apps like Office and CAD systems. Connecting
to other devices is unique and independent of other application versions.
This means you do not need to upgrade your PLM system when
upgrading other applications.The report generator, configurator, workflow
module and much more are examples of toolboxes supplied as
modules.YaPdm client is a Windows application, but internet browsers,
smartphones, and tabs also have interfaces – irrespective of the operating
system and variants.The interface to other applications is also open and based
on specific formats to be integrated with such systems as ERP and PLM.
YaPdm is based on Microsoft's SQL-server database.Everything in the
database except the vault is stored.That makes it simple to support and
update. Upgrades should not be necessary.
All files are supported in YaPdm and support is drag and drop to make
it easy to use.YaPdm uses a filter that can be customised to distinguish
between consumers, organisations and roles.This means that all customers
can see things that are exciting to them, based on their situation. You can also
use these filters to track back in time what the system looked like. Typical
instance. What looked like this whole item on a certain day. As in other
systems, you do not need to save parameters, use the filter and then you can
get present information and files on that particular day.A Product Lifecycle
Management scheme supports all records, products and procedures from first
to manufacturing.It also requires to involve non-customer site partners such
as service partners, spare-part providers, advisors, etc. All this YaPdm
promotes being an easy-to-customise PLM solution before and after
execution.
With a user-friendly user interface, YaPdm is constructed on a fresh
technology, and all additional features in YaPdm are built up as small
toolboxes that can be readily switched on.As a PLM system, YaPdm is an
agreement for anyone who wants to monitor their information, such as
documents, enterprises, articles, illustrations and processes. With YaPdm, you
get a PLM framework that is adaptable to your business.YaPdm customers are
confident that YaPdm's three main favourable conditions are easy, flexible and
autonomous. YaPdm can easily be adapted to any business. A big proportion
of our YaPdm customers started their PLM enterprise with a fundamental
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PDM system to handle only CAD files, but later they adjusted their YaPdm
frameworks well-ordered to a full-scale PLM framework that the entire
company can profit from.
There are multiple features and modules in YaPdm that can be readily
switched on to offer the adaptability and chance of the choice as a client
should have been prepared to create a PLM structure that supports one-of-akind business processes.
Yapdm involvement with different frameworks is that when any Office
or CAD framework is to be redesigned, they require an update of the PDM /
PLM framework. This means both time and price of updating the PLM
frameworks without providing any real customer benefit. YaPdm customers
can update their CAD and Office frameworks to the recent type without
updating YaPdm [15].

2.5 Knowledge module
A knowledge module (Black box) is an integrating tool for KBE applications
and includes both product and process knowledge necessary to perform an
engineering task. This applications are part of PLM system since thy are
packaged as services across engineering. For example, an engineer in a design
department who needs some analaysis ( verify some component) of a product.
The analysis is provided as a service into PLM system, without interact
directly with other departments in the company. The knowledge modules
consist of several activities such as integration function, functional interfaces.
The activities can be performed either by humans, by automatic KBE
applications or by humans who use semi-automatic KBE applications as
support. The knowledge module could be modelled using IDEF0 technique as
shown in figure 16. When modelling engineering processes using IDEF0 the
performed activities are mapped and their interdependencies are revealed
together with their inputs (customer needs), outputs, mechanisms( KBE
application) and controls (decision , goals, constraints and criteria) [13].

Figure 16 - An IDEF0 model of a knowledge module [13]
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2.6 Part factory
Part factory defined as a container for all variants of a certain part ( in other
word product variant master but without rules), so if a variant wants to find
other variants inside YaPdm, it can ask YaPdm. It may also hold the generic
definition of the part such as parametric CAD model and assembly Drawing
etc. For example, Part Factory 'Piston' variant 'Piston Small' variant 'Piston
Medium' variant 'Piston Large' so in this case the Part Factory 'Piston' has
three variants.This is defined by the fact that all three objects are linked to the
same part factory.So the variant 'Piston Medium' for instance can ask it’s part
factory for the other compatible variants by following the link to the factory.
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3 Method and Implementation
3.1 Design Research
Creation of product configuration sytem and it’s integration into
PLM system’s part factory was carried out systematically following the design
research methodology (DRM). DRM is a convective methodology with four
important steps such as Research clarification,
Descriptive study I,
Prescriptive study, Descriptive study II. Further, each step is discussed in
details, as represented in figure 17.
Design Research Method
This research method is suitable for the thesis as its objective to
enhance the process of design, leading to the result with improved task
clarification quality and good product.Blessing is suggested that DRM
research methodology has been chosen as it will assist to implement and
evaluate the outcomes in practice. The methodology has four stages, as shown
in figure 16:

1) Research Clarification:Researchers, through literature, try to find
some evidence or at least some evidence to assist their assumptions in setting
a reasonable and useful research goal. An underlying description of the
current situation is developed based on the results.
2) Descriptive Study I (DS-I):The goal is to provide a detailed
description to determine which factor(s) should be addressed in order to
improve the clarification of the task as successfully and skilfully as the
circumstances suggest. In any event, they do not find enough evidence in the
literature to determine these critical factors and choose to observe and
interview designers at work to gain a better knowledge of the current
circumstances before proceeding to the next level.
3) Prescriptive Study (PS): This involves correcting and elaborating
the initial description of the desired situation and developing design support
by using the identified factors. The description represents the researcher’s
vision of how addressing the factors would lead to the realisation of the
desired situation[14].
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4) Descriptive Study II (DS-II):This involves investigating the impact
of the support and its ability to realise the desired situation. Empirical studies
are undertaken in this stage to evaluate the applicability of the support as well
as its usefulness[16].

Figure 17– Design Research Methodology [16]

Type of research within the DRM method
As indicated by Blessing [17], when utilizing the DRM method, it isn't
expected to achieve every one of the four of these stages or to attempt each
phase in equivalent profundity. A few assumptions form the basis of the
choices of these research types as follows: each project begins with a research
clarification by assessing the literature, any comprehensive DS-I need to be
followed by an initial PS to indicate how the discoveries could be utilized to
improve design, the comprehensive PS should be based on the descriptive
literature (review-based DS-I), and a comprehensive DS-II (evaluation)
should be based on the comprehensive PS or review-based PS to identify the
background of the support to be evaluated and toindicate how the support is
to be improved (Initial PS)[14].
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The attributes of the distinctive sorts of the DRM are as per the
following [17]:
Research type 1- (thorough investigation into criteria) is attempted
when the achievement and measurable achievement criteria are not surely
known. In this manner, a Comprehensive DS-I is required to comprehend
these criteria and their associations with the issue. The result is a superior
comprehension of the achievement criteria and which measurements can be
utilized.
Research type 2- (exhaustive investigation of the current
circumstance) is attempted when the criteria could be established.However, a
better understanding of the current circumstance is required to distinguish
the factors.
Research type 3 - (development of support) is when, based on the
literature review and reasoning (Review-based DS-I), the comprehension of
the current circumstance is adequate to begin the development of support.
Research type 4 - (comprehensive evaluation) is when support as of
now exists, and an extensive report (Comprehensive DS-II) is undertaken to
assess the support.
Research type 5 - (development of support based on a comprehensive
study of the existing situation), which is a combination of types 2 and 3,
undertakes the development of support (Comprehensive PS) based on a
comprehensive study of the existing situation (Comprehensive DS-I).
Research type 6 - (development of support and comprehensive
evaluation), which is a combination of types 3 and 4, undertakes the
development of support (Comprehensive PS) based on a sufficient
understanding of the existing situation (Review-based DS-I), and the project
resources allow evaluation of the support (Comprehensive DS-II).
Research type 7 - (complete project) is a project when comprehensive
studies are undertaken in each DRM stage.
This master thesis is based more on research type 2 because it is based
on better understanding, finding criteria and evaluating circumstances.
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Constructive research
The approach of building as an exploration field is generally
productive. The constructive research depends on the current, well understood hypotheses and regularly begins with an experimental
investigation.
The research procedure in the productive methodology can be divided
into six stages, as pursues:
1) Discover an important issue with research potential.
2) Get a general and extensive comprehension of the subject.
3) Improve which is constructing a solution idea.
4) Show that the solution works.
5) Show the theoretical connections and the research contribution of the
solution concept.
6) Examine the scope of applicability of the solution.
Design research as a part of engineering research includes the
investigation of the usage and execution of design output [16].

3.2 Overview of Gas spring case study
We supposed a product family as a case study for our work to
demonstrate demands for modelling understanding of product configuration.
This case study is used as a basis for evaluating configuration modelling
languages and will be used and expanded throughout this dissertation.The
goal of this product family is to describe a basic, detailed model to illustrate
the various characteristics required in product configuration and to present
the physical model of a family of gas spring products.
The model of the gas spring (Figure 18) is a family of pneumatic
systems such as compression, tension, and expansion. It includes a body of the
cylinder, a piston rod, O-rings (or other seals), intake and outlet valves, and a
gas tank. Most companies use 3D CAD drawings or comparable design
software for maximum accuracy in building gas springs. Manufacturers most
often use metals such as stainless steel and aluminium to produce gas springs.
Gas spring manufacturers customize design spring characteristics
such as size (depending on the amount of gas expected to pass through the
chamber), compressed and extended spring lengths, load capacity, maximum
force per minute, maximum cycles per minute, type of gas used in the
cylinder, stroke length, and working temperatures, pressure. The length of a
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gas cylinder can be as small as 2 inches or as big as several feet. Likewise, it
can range from one hundred to over ten thousand pounds of load capability.
These characteristics of the product family can be represented as types
and valued attributes that will be used for configuration. For example, a Piston
type is related to the main component as a subcomponent, and contains itself
several subcomponents defined by types such as a piston ring and has a length
attribute that can have a value of 100 to 1000 mm. Apart from this, the piston
can generate force depend on its diameter and stroke length, in the same
cylinder can be customised. The product model is also subject to constraints
that restrict the model elements[18].

Figure 18–Gas spring[18].

3.3 Implementation on a case using Backtracking
Backtracking is one of the problem-solving strategies. Using this, we can write
our algorithm.This strategy uses the brute force approach, and brute force
approach says that for any given problem,we should try out all possible
solutions and pick up desired solutions. Backtracking is used when we have
multiple solutions, and we want all those solutions. For explaining,
backtracking will choose an example and explain the strategy.If there are three
components of a gas spring, Connector (CO), cylinder (C), Piston (P) and we
have three positions in which components can be arranged. So there are six
ways it can be arranged. For finding all the arrangements, we can solve the
problem, and the solution can be represented in the form of a tree.So first will
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start to draw all possibilities of arrangement as we can see in figure 19.
However, using backtracking problem will have some constraints, and we will
try to check those constraints and get the solution which are satisfying those
constraints. Now we will impose one constraint as piston should always be
between connector and cylinder.We will start with the first solution where the
connector is near to the cylinder. This node will be killed because the piston is
in the last position. We will go back to the connector and look for the next
possible solution, which is correct because piston lies in between connector
and cylinder. Following this, we will analyse the rest of the possibilities, and in
the end, will obtain only two solutions out of six.

Figure 19– Implementation using Backtracking

3.4 Implementation of the case study in UML/OCL
The application of the case study on gas spring presented in
UML/OCL. The UML diagrams were expanded here using characteristics to
reflect the ideas of the product configuration.An example of a very simple
model of gas spring can be seen in Figure 20. The gas spring Class represents
the gas spring component and has two Attributes: colour that can be either
green or blue, and a Boolean connector. It also has three pistons and three
cylinders, that are modelled by an Aggregation relation with the cylinder class,
and a Piston class. Finally, it has a constraint that specifies that ―If there is a
connector, the colour is blue‖. Moreover, the gas spring is the Generalisation
of two classes: a standard and simple, which is more constrained, as ―it has
force less than 300N‖.
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For the constraint on the gas spring ―If there is a connector, the colour
is blue‖:
context: gas spring
inv: hasconnector implies color = ‖blue‖
Specifying that a basic gas spring does not have a connector can be
accomplished in two respects, depending on whether it is necessary to
evaluate the constraint in the context of the standard gas spring or the simple
itself:
Context: simple gas spring
inv : hasconnector= false
context: gas spring
inv: self.oclIsTypeOf (simple) implies hasconnector = false
The constraints on the capacity of the force are defined as follows:
context : gas spring
inv : force < 300
The next OCL constraint is implemented on Backtracking (3.3)
context: gas spring
inv: self.parts -> between (cylinder, connector) -> connect (piston) = true

The OCL function oclIsTypeOf(Type t) checks if a given instance is an
instance of type t.
The operator -> is used to call an operation on a collection, in the
following way:
collection - > operation (arguments)
Also, the permits testing a boolean expression on all components in a
set for all constructs. If unclear, the statement of the type of the components
(P: piston) can be left out [6].
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Figure 20 – A simple Gas spring, with generalisation and aggregation
relationships

3.5 Implementation on KBE
In Figures 22, Design engineer insert design condition in KBE
applicationand arranged design result will be created. In this way, XML
standard set of rules can be saved in document bases which integrates with
basic design data and adopt formulation format with all constraints while
providing messages across multi-platforms, which can further assist in
choosing the appropriate version for specific assembly.
KBE also offers superior access and execution to the rules. Gas
spring knowledge engineer picks suitable gas spring from the database based
on their experience and gas spring features such as type, diameter, force.We
adopt a basic gas spring design process that can be used many times for each
new product. The original ideas and later version are included in each
iteration phase. After each phase, the operation needs reviews and checking.
To satisfy all constraints, an iterative design solution is needed. As shown on
the right side of figure 21, this UML activity diagram is the model of the
execution and proposed workflow of design methodology. The following
sequence of rule execution describes the rules we are creating for the flow of
the design. As shown on the left side of figure20, there are a number of Rules
used in the basic ship design process, and all of these Rules are edited using
the if/then concept. However, all of the above factors work together in the
same time, which means that the inference engine starts by judging data
through the XML schema, based upon a solution to logical rules and
Facts[19].
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Figure 21– Rule execution workflow

Figure 22–Designer configurator
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3.6 Procedure for reducing product solution spaces
The main scope of the project is to reduce product space solution in
order to standardize of the product variety and facilitate the communication of
product data both internally and externally, to structured and formalised
knowledgeand this can be done by five steps.
The first step is defining a project plan, and this can be done by having
an overview of the product families of the company sell. In our case, we
focused on the product family named ―Gas spring‖ as this product family
seemed to have obvious possibilities of standardisation. This can be done by
analysing product family parameters and attributes based on their
significances relevant families are selected.
For the design of the gas spring, Maxiom can apply a product
configurator. A product configurator is a software-based expert system that
can support the various domain experts (sales personnel and engineers) in
connection with the specification of a customised product. Based onseveral
design options, Maxiom AB product configurator can make various
calculations and generate lists of parts, drawings of the system, sales prices
and technical specifications (data for force, pressure, stroke, and diameter).
On this basis, project planes can be defined.
The second step is describing existing space solution in which task is
to construct a detail of the PVM model with an expert who has a
comprehensive understanding of the product.On this basis, it is possible to
carry out meetings with experts from distinct fields such as manufacturing
expert and marketing expert to detail the PVM model, which can provide the
necessary information such purchase price and material of a product and then
clarify disagreement about the actual structure of the solution space.
The Product solution space reduction represents the third step of the
procedure. This step can be achieved by analysing the variety of products
concerning the company data, and this leads us to different reduction
possibilities. The subject is discussed in collaboration with the experts
fordeciding on variety reduction. For example, a part is used in a department
which is not profitable or it is used very rarely, but this part has strategic
importance in the sense that can offer a solution which another part cannot
offer.
The process of variant reduction in the product range focused on two
levels:
1) Overall design level: A gas spring can be perceived as being composed
of different parameters (force, pressure) with different level of
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functions. A group of functions is called an ―arrangement‖. The
arrangements can be of varying size, depending upon the combination
of functions and dimensions of components that are used to reach the
desired effect.
2) Components level. A large number of variant reductions at the
component level were made for all the various function types. Each
part can be replaced according to user requirement such a force and
length; for example, the following variant reductions can be made.
Example: the gas spring part variant reductions:
piston variant
cylinder variant
connector for piston units

a reduction from three to one possible
piston
reduced from three to one type
reduced from three types to one

The task of reducing the product variety of the gas spring product
family followed the steps listed below:
1) analysis of the existing solution space, based on drawn PVM models;
2) marking with a red cross on the eliminated parts of the PVM model;
3) cleaning of the PVM model to reflect only the future solution space.
These three steps are illustrated in principle in Figure 23 [20].

Figure 23 – Existing reduced solution space
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The fourth step is an implementation of the reduced solution space the Formalised knowledge placed into the configurator’s Knowledge-base by
knowledge engineer; this is about defining those systems that allow reducing
the product solution space such as rules,UML and OCL constraint. Then with
the help of program developer,UML class diagram will be converted into an
XML format which can be used by the Design engineer to produce a new
similar product.
The final step is project evaluation -The effect of the project will be
evaluated by managers at Maxiom AB. The significant effect will reduce
resource consumption for engineering, enhanced technical solution, shorter
design process, quicker and better customer communication, the low
manufacturing cost per order, reduce lead time on the manufacturing process,
a better basis for product complexity reduction, faster implementation of
product changes in configurator software[20].

3.7 Implementation of operations using Case
Consider the relation R(c1,p1, force) and S(p1,co1,force) and the
following the relational algebra queries over R and S using operation relations.
We projected C1,P1 and CO1 and join R and S. In order to get a single unit of
all variable we use join operations then project operation will take place, and it
will project for an assembly (C1,P1,CO1).

Another example is showing Join operations. In this example, we have
cylinder relation with two attributes that is a force (F) and cylinder(C) and
cylinder relation has five tuples and similarly, we have piston relation with
three attributes that is a force(F) and piston(P) and connector (Co). Then we
will apply join operation between Cylinder and piston relation. Join operation
help to get common attributes once and rest attributes also once, and only
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those tuples will be formed where these common attributes are having the
same values. In this example (f1, f2, f3) is common between cylinder and
piston, which can contribute to making tuples. If the n number of attributes
are common (A1, A2…. An), then we should write like equation 1, which will be
operated on the cartesian product.That means we are considering all
possibility of Cylinder and Piston relation. Here if we do cartesian product,
will have 15 number of tuples (5 × 3) then for 𝜎 ( the selection operation)
there will be conditions connected by n logic and 𝜋𝑐∪𝑝 is placed so that force
attributes to come only once.

3.8 Implementation of constraint network programming
This constraint programming describesthe domain, declaring the
variable, constraints network and the relationship. Upper part of Figure 24
represents a new constraint and then add three variable cylinder, Piston, and
Connector with corresponding domain (C1,C2, C3), (P1,P2,P3), (C01,Co2,Co3)
then the number of the possible combination is 27 as a list of tuples using
three each variant of the cylinder, piston and connector as part catalogue.The
middle figurerepresents similar. However, a separate variable is created with
domain (100-400) which can help to add relation with the cylinder, piston and
connector variants.Applying arc-consistency to this network would then
propagate the forces which are not part of a solution.
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Figure 24– Constraint programming
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4 Findings and Analysis

4.1 The functionality of the expert and User Interface
A user interface is based on representations of product design and
process design consisting of multiple graphical features, each specifying its
appearance. During the interaction, the unchangeable parts will be displayed
on the screen and top of them the changeable parts drawn on top of it.
We concentrate on creating an expert configurator interface where
knowledge-based engineering experts generate uses OCL language. Expert
configurator expects a text description and its OCL constraints to describe a
model, as shown in Figure 25.Then, the configuration of gas spring assembly
can be generated using OCL language, which can specify constraints in the
UML model in our system. OCL is an understandable language which makes
easy for implementing tools or customised user interface. It can be viewed and
edited in the simple text editor for removing the barrier or creating a
connection between parts when exchanging knowledge of a product.
OCL language for configuration support may be faster and more
practical for advanced users when dealing with daily routine tasks.At the time
of configuration, tool support will be provided in the prototype, from
verification of the model’s like language services, model analyser, and
compiler for the integration with UML and databases.
The number of rules defines bythe expert configurator. Changes to the
rules are triggered by user requirements that are described by a set of varying
settings that serve as input for the expert configurator platform. Mathematical
model of computation can be used for expressing the expected behaviour of a
user configurator.
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Figure 25– Expert Configurator view

Customers make decisions by specifying requirements for a subset of a
given set of variables. Depending on the answers, the inference engine
changes its rule, for example in Figure 26a user who is not interested in simple
gas spring is forwarded to the standard gas spring represented on the diagram
by q1. Then a product search will be performed according to with Force. Our
user chooses that Force should be> 300 N (C3). This new search will lead us to
one single type of gas spring (q3).In the second case, if the user is interested in
simple gas spring will be forwarded to q2. Then the user will do a product
search for a gas spring which does not havea connector (C4) being redirected
to q4 where it will add a new condition of searching: the gas spring should
have the blue colour (C5). Unfortunately, there is no availability of such a gas
spring. In such a case, additional design support is needed to provide an
effective way to identify the sources of inconsistencies.

Figure 26– Example Process definition OCL constraint in expert configurator
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Using the design automation system will help the rules to transmit
from one variable to another which separate subsets of variables by choosing
different routes according to the alternative solution to carry out a product
search. End-user assigning value according to the model's requirement, which
separates features or removing some of the criteria using algorithms such as
ARC consistency, a C# constraint algorithm will ensure consistency of the
Conditional Constraint Satisfaction Problem. As shown in Figure 26, user
configurator has three parts for receiving an assembly, and each part has three
variants, as shown using the combo box. Therefore, the total number of the
possible combination will be 27. However, user requirement can be inserted as
force and length, and one final product can be produced when integrating with
CAD and YaPdm.

Figure 27– User Configurator view

Maintaining maximum arc consistency, deleting or restoring values
from domains of other variables will help the programmer to develop the user
interface. Whenever a value is set or cleared, future values from domains for
the other attributes will inactivate specific variable, which results in the
decrease of domains and hides some components from end-user. We
developed an example of a user configuration interface for the Gas spring
product family's product structural view.
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The main goal of this user interface is to guide the user to configure
the selection order of the variable.If there is no solution to the designated set
of client demands, client demands will be handled, and solution proposal will
be provided as shown in Figure 28.

Figure 28 – Solution proposal

Mistakes in complex models can result in unwanted behaviours and
incorrect results, as shown in Figure 29, and mapping methods can assist
modellers to know why.

Figure 29 – Handling of constraint violation

In our system, we focus on representing the model of configuration to
the real object to be solved, which is the model of constraint at runtime. In
reality, the main problem is to map two models to allow the product modeller
to know the relationships between the distinct factors of the model as much as
possible as the outcomes of any user requirement adjustment.To fix this, we
can use constraints to identify user input. This method has several
advantages: first, it is consistent with the constraints model - user input is just
another constraint like a task. Second, some user action may be disallowed by
the second constraint. For example, it is possible to use a gas spring's force
and diameter constraint to prevent the user from changing the size.
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Another problem is continuous storage to provide a product modeller
with significant data troubleshooting information that is not a programming
constraints specialist. The knowledge base configuration can be tested by
feeding the user interface to determine the validity or invalidity of the final
product.Third, debugging constraints and explanations can be used to debug
user input issues. Lastly, during user feedback, the system can use knowledge
constraints to enhance recompilation and redisplay.

4.2 Comparing KBE and CSP
KBE Pros
1) KBE's main positive role is to reduce lead times and new product costs
recognised by any business other than enhanced product quality.
2) Configuration optimisation of the product is easy. The customer can try
many "what ifs" and can reach a choice after a significantly shorter
moment than before.
3) The KBE structure guarantees that knowledge is captured and
formalised and reused for a new product.
4) KBE framework helps to automate the routine job in such a way that
product developers spend less time on routine tasks and focus on an
innovative alternative, as shown in Figure 30.This can boost the value
of the item on the lengthy run and improve the business of the
company.Furthermore, an organisation can understand a decrease in
the cycle time of about 20 - 40% as well as attempts in product
development [21].

Figure 30 – Advantage of KBE in Product Development [8]
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KBE Cons
1) KBE system can reduce the time when implemented correctly.
However, it is time demanding to build a production model. KBE
system is just like a new specialist. The system must be educated like a
new specialist who first and foremost will get familiar with the basic
tasks that are performed frequently. It takes some time before the new
specialist can perform a task that an organisation can benefit from.
2) KBE can sometimes act as a black box if the automated process is
poorly explained to the user.
CSP Benefits
CSP's advantage lies in the simplicity of solving implementation.
Using the same algorithms as normal CSPs is reasonable to believe, since
managing the activity of the variables is equivalent to adding constraints,
including some operating variables. After this, if newly formulated problems
appear, there is almost no need to use another algorithm.
The expression of constraints involving all variables allows for a
complete propagation of modifications in a single step. The consistency is
ensured through classic propagation that is the components of the gas spring
model are connected, which makes efficient domain change propagation,
whether it arises from a resource constraint, adding a different part or
function, connecting connections or datatypes.
CSP brings excellent flexibility to themodel. It can be used to manage
the quick addition and renounce of the end-user value but can also be used to
adjust the constraints of the gas spring model during runtime. This can ease
the knowledge engineer's task and allows the benefit of adding and removing
gas spring model constraints during programming language operation without
interrupting the cycle to be noticed in real-time [6].
Limitations
In Conditional CSPs, all variables must be stated. If a model has many
variables, those variables must have a relationship with sub-elements
otherwise variable cannot be generated on demands with the unlimited
number of sub-elements. Another problem appears when dealing with data
types – it is necessary to consider all combinations of instance variables and
model elements before starting of the project[6].
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5 Discussion and Conclusion

5.1 Discussion of method
The design research method follows the proposed constructive
research process. A research problem is defined then a solution is to show the
theoretical relationship and method and implementation of the solution.
Further, the application of the solution going to be examined. Though, the
DRM technique is used to frame the entire research job as a whole and
perform the case studies.
At the start of the thesis, the first literature survey was conducted to
exploring the gap in understanding, recognising the desired condition and
formulating the necessary changes. The second step was a better
understanding of the company requirements and existing situation; we
conducted open discussion and interviews with the experts for helping us in
collecting data for YaPD PLM system. For example, I have learned YaPdm
software for building class and subclasses and parts variants insertion into
subclasses, the connection between classes and understanding SQL data
management. To increase the quality of the thesis knowledge is captured and
formalised for managing the design process, and to define the design space
using rules and parametric models. This step conforms to the second stage of
the DRM method, Descriptive Study I.
In the Prescriptive Study, the support tool was developed for a better
understanding of the existing situation from the previous stage. Knowledge
models and methods have been developed and implemented for developing
prototype systems to assess the applicability of the solutions proposed. For
example, we have developed XML schema using KBE, implemented
UML/OCL and backtracking search on a case. The fourth stage is Descriptive
Study II, in which study continued to investigate the domain expert
configurator prototype using OCL as constraints and also the user
configurator. Then the positive and negative effects were determined of
building prototypes concept such as ―if no solution found‖, solution proposal
need to be provided, mapping can resolve unwanted behaviours. Then,
evaluation of the configurator was analysed and visualised to asses the
applicabilityand effectiveness of the created configurator, and the result is that
KBE configurator separate product knowledge and engineering data and
provide reusability, decrease the cost of product and reduce lead time.
For conducting the research, the DRM technique was used. DRM's
four phases help in planning and advancing the research, studying the present
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situation and need for further enhancement, developing support, and
evaluating it. In this thesis, methods and tools were developed and evaluated
by the engineers in the companies. It can be concluded that the research has
been in line with research type 2 of DRM method because it is based on better
understanding, finding criteria and evaluating circumstances.The results
obtained indicate that DRM methods are appropriate to be applied in
companies for the product configurator. However, to guarantee that further
study is important to broaden the findings of the research across other
product systems. Scientific study practice needs thoroughness in the job of the
researcher. The thesis provides a thorough description of the steps taken
during the research. Research's clarity makes it possible to demonstrate that
the findings are precise, reasonable and bias-free.

5.2 Discussion of findings
Companies are trying to decrease product expenses while customising
the product according to customer’s requirements. So to satisfy the customer's
needs, companies must adapt their business to mass customisation. However,
Mass customisation can lead to be expensive and time-consuming and to
overcome this problem, a configuration system is created. This represents data
describing the standard parts in terms of their functional and technical
characteristics, and the connection between the components so that customer
requirement can be captured as input and automatically produces customised
product designs.
The research questions for this study to support the overall purpose of
the Thesis were as follows:
Q1) How Product configuration system can be created and
integrated into PLM system’s part factory?
We developed KBE configuration system as shown in figure 31, where
knowledge engineer capture raw knowledge and structured into an informal
model using ICARE forms (Illustration, Constraint, Activity, Rules and Entity
forms) as discussed in MOKA and then the Informal Model converted into The
―Formal Model‖. This can be done by knowledge engineer using MOKA
Modelling Language (MML), which is based on the Universal Modelling
Language (UML) (design process and product model) with OCL constraints
which will be transferred into knowledge representation’s rule base. The
knowledge reasoning’s inference engine contains backtracking search,
constraint propagation and arc algorithm which will help in rules accessing
and executing for ensuring the consistency of customised product using. The
Programme developer transforms the formal model (formalised knowledge)
into XML format with the help of .net programming. In the final step, PLM
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system use Knowledge module (Black box) which can be modelled using
IDEFO technique as shown in (2.5) to integrate KBE application for retrieving
and storing data such as XML file and reuse in future routine design cases.
XML database contributes to linking among global and local parameters of the
YaPdm PLM system’s part factory using the black box. This system will help in
storing the updated parameters on updated geometry and allow the other
designers to design simultaneously on the other sub-products.
Q2) What different configuration strategies exist?
There are two types of configuration strategies exist Managing design
space and KBE. Managing design space contains product data which has all
variables, domains and constraints and it provide the full space of possible
configurations where relations between variables are created with the help of
constraints. It uses constraint propagation, backtracking search and arc
algorithm for handling the configuration issues of unexpected interactions
between different components and constraints. However, it lacked
appropriate techniques to solve complex configuration knowledge to provide
explanations when interactive solving ran into failure.
KBE separates the product knowledge from the problem-solving
knowledge (solving algorithm), which helps to ensure the consistency of the
customised product. KBE's goal is to guide the designer who lacks expertise by
reducing the repeated design job to the highest level of design. KBE is nothing
but a technologically based application of KBS related to design and
production. KBS contains the knowledge base which stores facts and rules ("if
… then … else…‖ statements) and the inference engine – the control module
which applies logical rules to the knowledge base to deduce new information.
It also includes a user interface through which users query the system and
interact with it. KBE offers flexibility as parts can easily be added or removed
without changing the whole model. If the requirements are out of domain,
then the problem has no solution. However, client demands can be handled,
and solution proposal can be provided.
Q 3) What benefit we can gain and how it can be done?
As compared to traditional product development technology, KBE
technology brings a lot of benefits. This KBE system results in reducing the
lead time and cost of the product. It increases the quality of the product,
reliability, reusability. Also, it helps to configure large and more complex
models, and developers will spend less time on the routine tasks. KBE system
characteristics help us to gain these benefits by capturing knowledge and
ensuring that is continuously enhanced and reused for newer products.
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Figure 31– KBE Configuration system Design Flow chart
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5.3 Conclusion
In today's globalisation world, product configuration has been an active
subject of studies. Models of configuration can be quite complicated and
broad, and therefore, effective techniques are required for managing,
modelling and reasoning on these models.
In particular, models of configuration can be quite complex and broad,
and therefore, efficient methods are needed for managing, modelling, and
reasoning on these models. Two configuration languages have been studied
for configuration modelling. We began with the goal of evaluating modelling
and Knowledge-base and constraint-based techniques of product
configuration, then designing and implementing a system to create and
configure modern product models. In this thesis, in the framework of
configuration, we researched two-known modelling languages and how
knowledge can be represented and manage design space. After this,
implementation of OCL/UML modelling language, KBE and operation in
relation are studied then presented the prototype of the expert configurator,
and possible execution for a gas spring products made up of using parameters.
This system is intended to create, merge and apply current methods in
the domain of product configuration. We defined the framework clearly, first
conceptually then formally, and designed a configuration specific modelling
language with clear semantics, along with several analyses to check
configuration models for correctness. Through rule base system and by using
Arc consistency, our configuration framework is supported. The effectiveness
of our approach will reduce work routine and provide robustness. However,
This technique will be tested in aproduct configurator intended to automate
the design process of a family of industrial gas spring by Maxiom Ab.

5.4 Future work
Specific model features could be used to enhance the model's
structure, such as displaying a better knowledge map that could be added to
enhance the model. Finding those tasks, however, might not be a simple job
and would involve more study. Improving the system of constraints is also a
subject of future work using CSP. Some improvements could benefit our
prototype application, such as importing UML models into the framework.
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